AbstractÁA progressive radiosity algorithm based on piecewise polynomial intensity distribution is presented in the paper. Unlike the conventional radiosity method, radiosity across each patch is assumed to vary in a polynomial distribution. A generalized radiosity equation for scenes with nondiffuse surfaces is then set up and solved by adopting progressive refinement technique. To improve the efficiency of the algorithm, an adaptive Monte Carlo algorithm incorporation with localization technique is employed to evaluate the form-factors from source patches to nodes. Experimental results demonstrate the potential advantage of our method for rendering complex scenes.
INTRODUCTION
The generation of global illumination effects caused by light interreflection between surrounding surfaces is one of the main issues for realistic image synthesis. Radiosity method, introduced into computer graphics from the field of radiative heat transfer, provides a powerful tool for simulating the propagation of light within a closed environment. As its solution is view-independent, this method is very suitable for the walkthrough of diffuse environment.
Since Goral et al introduced radiosity method into computer graphics in 1984 [1] , this method has undergone rapid developments in recent ten years. Traditional radiosity method assumes that the surfaces in the environment are ideal diffuse and the radiosity across each local patch is constant. The light energy distribution across each surface is described as piecewise constant and the whole surface is subdivided into a series of small patches, then the radiosity equation for ideal diffuse environment is set up. Cohen and Greenberg employs a numerical technique called hemi-cube to calculate the formfactors between patches [2] . To provide useful results at an early stage, Cohen et al proposed progressive refinement radiosity approach [3] . Later, original radiosity method was generalized to handle specular and transparency surfaces [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Although traditional radiosity method proves to be effective, recent researches show that the resultant light energy distribution strongly relies on the subdivision of the scenic surfaces. This problem will get more serious if the environment contains high curvature surfaces. There are two solutions to the problem. The first way is to subdivide these surfaces into smaller patches until the radiosity across each patch is nearly constant. The second way is to approximate the radiosity across each patch with a high order polynomial function. It is easy to know that the first way cannot solve the approximation precision problem entirely, and it will bring serious storage burden. Now more and more attention is paid on the second way, researches in this direction mainly include finite element method [8] [9] [10] [11] and radiosity approximation using other kind of basis functions such as wavelet basis [12, 13] . The methods based on linear approximation proposed by Bao and Max are two earliest approaches [8, 9] , they incorporate the interpolation function into the radiosity equation, and this make it possible to obtain more accurate radiosity solution with less patches. Moreover, Bao's method is generalized to non-diffuse environment.
In this paper, we adopt piecewise polynomial to express the radiosity distribution across each patch, and the corresponding radiosity equation is set up accordingly. This equation is generalized to handle non-diffuse environment which contains ideal specular surfaces and transparency surfaces. As 2-degree approximation has the advantages of good approximation precision and less computation cost, a progressive refinement radiosity method based on 2-degree polynomial interpolation is presented as an example. In order to improve the computation efficiency, an adaptive localization technique is adopted to accelerate the calculation of form-factors.
RADIOSITY EQUATION BASED ON PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION
In a closed environment, the radiant light energy of differential surface area dS x ( ) containing sample point x is made up of its emitted energy and the reflected energy. That is,
where B x ( ) is the radiosity of differential surface area dS x ( ) , dA x ( ) is the area of dS x ( ) , ρ( ) x is the diffuse reflectivity at point x , H x ( ) is the total incident light energy to dS x ( ) , and E x ( ) is the self-emission raidiosity. If the surface where x lies is a light source, then E x ( ) > 0, otherwise E x ( ) = 0 . By the definition we know that H x ( ) is a function of radiosity B x x x ( ')( ' ) ≠ of the surrounding surfaces. Generally, only a part of the radiant energy leaving differential surface area dS x ( ') can arrive at x , we use form-factor G x x ( , ') to represent the fraction of energy leaving differential surface area dS x ( ') that arrives at differential surface area dS x ( ) . Then the contribution of dS x ( ') to dS x ( ) containing x is B x G x x dA x ( ') ( , ') ( ') , and H x ( ) can be expressed as
By the definition of form-factor we know that G x x ( , ') can be expressed as
The relevant parameters are described in Fig. 1 . V dS x dS x ( ( ), ( ') is the occlusion function.
Combining equations (1), (2) and (3), we obtain the radiosity equation for general diffuse environment,
Above system equation describes the energy distribution of the scenic surfaces for an ideal closed diffuse environment at its equilibrium status. If the solution to the equation can be calculated, the environment can be rendered by any hidden surface removal algorithms.
As the radiosity distribution in a scenic surface is a complex function, it is difficult to obtain its analytic expression. In order to solve this problem, traditional radiosity method divides scenic surfaces into a series of patches and assumes the radiosity across each patch is constant, thus a simple radiosity system equation is established. In this paper, we assume the environment is divided into N patches, the self-emission and the diffuse reflectivity of each patch are constant, but the radiosity across each patch is variant. We adopt piecewise polynomial to approximate the inner distribution of the radiosity function across each patch, then equation (4) becomes
where B x i ( ) is the radiosity of the ith patch S i containing point x . The other parameters are defined similarly, the parameters with sub index i are relate to patch S i .
If the radiosity function B x j ( ') of patch S j is approximated by a polynomial function~( ') B x j , we have
where N x l ( ') is the node basis function in polynomial function space, M is the number of nodes and it is relevant to the degree of polynomial function B x j ( ') . For example,
As the radiosity function of patch S j is determined by
completely, we can convert the unknown variables of equation (5) into the radiosity functions at eight nodes of patch S j . Substituting equation (6) into equation (5) we
where
Obviously it is a set of system equations with n unknown variables and n equations( n is the number of nodes in the scene), it can be solved by ordinary iterative approach. Equation (7) only suits to ideal diffuse environment. For general non-diffuse environment, specular patches and transparency patches as the transfer media of diffuse radiosity should be incorporated into radiosity equation, then equation (7) becomes
, , , ; , node i k of patch S j from the differential patch dS p and patch dS q respectively after they are specularly reflected and regularly transmitted by patch dS x ( ') . As these two variables are determined by other specular and transparency surfaces in the environment, they are defined recursively. Their expressions are
where ρ ρ , , , are similar to that of p q , . Detailed deduction can be found in reference [8] . By now, we have established the radiosity equation for general environment based on piecewise polynomial intensity distribution.
SOLUTION TO THE RADIOSITY EQUATION
The solution to system equation (9) can be obtained by ordinary Gauss-Siedel iterative approach, and the form-factors can be calculated by traditional hemi-cube method [2] or raytracing algorithm [14] . But as the time complexity of above equation is O n ( ) 2 and n N >> (n is the number of nodes, N is the number of patches), solving equation (9) using Gauss-Siedel approach requires a large amount of main memory. In order to alleviate the memory requirement, we adopt a refined progressive refinement radiosity approach.
The progressive refinement radiosity algorithm provides the user with a useful approximative solution as early as possible and efficiently reduces the cost of storage. At each iterative step, a patch with greatest illumination effect to the environment is selected as the source patch which radiates energy to the surrounding patches. This method reduces the storage requirement from O N ( ) 2 to O N ( ) . Moreover, the environment of current status can be displayed after each iteration is finished, and this brings convenience in interactive design.
Since polynomial of degree 2 has good approximation precision and less computation cost, in the following discussion we restrict N x l ( ') to a polynomial of degree 2( higher degree case can be dealt with similarly). The simplest choice of polynomial basis function N x l ( ') of degree 2 is : 1   2  2  2  2 , , , , , , , u v uv u v uv u v , but this choice will bring trouble in subsequent processes. In this paper, we adopt the following method to construct basis function N x l ( '). Without loss of generality we assume all the patches in the environment are quadrilaterals (triangles can be handled similarly), and the four edges of each quadrilateral are iso-parameter lines( see fig. 2 ). We choose four vertices and the midpoints of each edge as the eight nodes, each node corresponds to a basis function, and N x l ( ') satisfies The basic idea to solve equation (9) using progressive refinement radiosity method can be described as follows: at each iteration step, we select the patch S j with greatest unshot energy, the algorithm then calculates the direct energy contribution from patch S j to every node in the scene, thus the diffuse incremental radiosity (the second term of equation (9) ) is determined. Then we calculate the non-diffuse incremental radiosity ( the third term of equation (9) ) transmitted to this node through all specular patches and transparency patches caused by the incremental radiosity of other patches. This finishes a whole iteration. In the following we will discuss the energy transmission process in detail.
From equation (7) we know the incremental radiosity of each node in the scene due to the radiation of patch S j is
where i k is the kth node in patch S j . Obviously, the key to the problem is how to calculate the form-factor F S i
It is worth pointing out that above form-factor no longer possesses commutation, therefore it is impossible to calculate all the form-factor by establishing only a hemicube at the radiating source S j . Thus we adopt Monte-Carlo method to calculate
where x h ' is the sample point in S j , m is the number of sample points, p x ( ') is the random sample density function of patch S j . p x ( ') may be defined in various way, here we simply choose p x A j ( ') = , are prescribed solid angle and radiosity thresholds, B max is the greatest radiosity contribution from patch S j to node i k , and it can be estimated according to equation (16). Therefore From equations (10) and (11) we know that they can be calculated by the following steps: (1) . From the current node a ray is shot to the random sample point x h ' of each micropatch e s t , of the shooting patch S j ; (2). For each ray, the nearest points x p and x q ( lie in patches p and q respectively ) are calculated along the direction of reflected ray and refracted ray. (3). The diffuse incremental radiosities at points x p and x q contributed by patches p and q are calculated using equation (6) , and the radiosity contributions to node i k from shooting patch are obtained by multiplying them with the corresponding specular reflectivity and regular transparency reflectivity. (4). The above steps continue until a ray hits an ideal diffuse surface or the ray trace level reaches the predefined maximum level.
Note that in above progressive radiosity procedure the patch with greatest unshot energy is always selected as the shooting source patch at each step. As the iteration continues, the unshot energy of the shooting patch is getting smaller and smaller, and the affected region of the shooting patch is getting less and less and finally tends to be none. This demonstrates that the shooting patch contributes only to a very small local region after some iterations, the energy contribution to the nodes outside of the local region can be neglected. As the local affected region can be determined with little cost, the efficiency of above progressive radiosity can be greatly improved.
For simplicity, we approximate the local affected region of the shooting patch with a sphere centered at the center of the patch. Obviously, the point on the sphere receiving the greatest radiosity contribution from the shooting patch lies on the line along the normal of the patch at its center, the energy contribution is where B source is the average unshot radiosity of the shooting patch, F is the form-factor from the shooting patch to this point and can be approximated by ( see Fig. 3 ) 
where ε is the prescribed threshold.
From above discussion we know that if the distance from the center of the shooting patch to a node is greater than r , the radiosity contribution to the node from the shooting patch can be neglected. As B source is getting smaller and smaller, so is r , thus above progressive refinement radiosity becomes more and more efficient. Because a shooting patch will shoot no energy to its back face, back-culling can be employed to improve the efficiency.
The data structure of a node is struct node { float position [3] , Normal [3] ; /*the position and normal of a node*/ float B; /* the radiosity of current node */ float ∆B ; /* accumulated unshot energy */ float ∆Rad ; /* incremental radiosity after each iteration */ unsigned done; /* a flag indicates that a node has been computed */ } By now we can depict the progressive refinement radiosity algorithm for solving equation (9) . /* initialization */ Figure 6 is another test scene rendered with our algorithm, the environment consists of 91 spheres, 9 planes and 3 light sources. 200 iterations are used for progressive refinements. Ordinary ray tracing algorithm is adopted in the rendering phase and 2 2 × supersampling is employed to eliminate aliasing. The thresholds of solid angle and maximum energy is predefined as 0.001256( T ω ) and 2.5( T B ) respectively. The CPU time for generating the three images are listed in Table 1 . The resolution of the three images is 1280Á1024. 9" 62'20" 9'50" 72'19" Fig. 6 33" 262'41" 24'15" 287'29"
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new progressive radiosity algorithm which assumes that the radiosity across each patch varies in a polynomial distribution. A general radiosity equation for scenes with non-diffuse surfaces is then set up and solved by adopting progressive refinement technique. Adaptive Monte Carlo random sampling technique is employed to calculate the form-factor from a patch to a node, and we have also developed the technique of light energy transfer localization, which successfully reduces the computational cost of solving the radiosity equation. With our method, the surfaces of the environment can be subdivided in a coarser manner than traditional radiosity method while keeping the same precision and hence suitable for complex environment rendering. 
